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1. Introduction
1.
The terms of reference of the Standards of Conduct Committee (the
Committee) are set out in Standing Order 22.1 In accordance with functions set
out in Standing Order 22.2 the Committee must:
“investigate, report on and, if appropriate, recommend action in respect
of any complaint referred to it by the Commissioner for Standards.”2
2.
This report is made to the Assembly under Standing Order 22.9 and
paragraph 8.1 of the Procedure for Dealing with Complaints against Assembly
Members3 (the Procedure), in relation to two complaints made against Dr Hefin
David AM. The complaints refer to the same incident and will be referred to in this
report in the singular.
3.
The report from the Commissioner for Standards (the Commissioner), on his
investigation of the complaint, is attached at Annex A. It sets out the details of the
complaint and the findings of the Commissioner’s formal investigation.
4.
This report sets out the details of the complaint and the way in which the
Committee arrived at its recommendation.

1

Standing Orders

2

Standing Order 22.2(i)

The National Assembly for Wales’ Procedure for Dealing with Complaints Against Assembly
Members
3
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2. Consideration of the Complaint
5.
The complainants alleged that the Member concerned failed to comply with
paragraphs 4 (b) and 4 (g), which state:
“Paragraph 4(b) – Integrity: Holders of public office should not place
themselves under any financial or other obligation to outside
individuals or organisations that might influence them in the
performance of their official duties.
Assembly Members should at all times conduct themselves in a
manner which will tend to maintain and strengthen the public’s trust
and confidence in the integrity of the Assembly and refrain from any
action which would bring the Assembly, or its members generally,
into disrepute. Members should not ask Assembly Commission or
Welsh Government staff to act in any way which would compromise
the political impartiality of the Civil Service and/or Assembly
Commission staff or conflict with the Civil Service Code and/or the
Assembly Commission Staff Code of Conduct.”
“Paragraph 4(g) – Leadership: Holders of public office should promote
and support these principles by leadership and example.”4
6.
The Commissioner also considered the complaint in the light of the
Assembly’s Dignity and Respect Policy, which was passed on 16 May 2018 and
requires everyone who works in the National Assembly for Wales to have a high
degree of respect for the dignity of others.
7.
The complainants alleged that the Member breached the Code of Conduct
for Assembly Members by referring to an author of a tweet regarding a member
of the public, who is also a Plaid Cymru member of Holyhead Town Council, as “an
utter knob” and a “coc oen” [lambs cock].
8.
In his written correspondence with the Commissioner, Dr David AM took full
responsibility for drafting and posting the tweet. He contextualised the response
to the tweet by explaining:
“…A constituent of mine, Mr John Poyner, tweeted his opinion that we
should not mix sport and political protests about Welsh independence
as they alienate football supporters. Mr Poyner subsequently received a
4

Code of Conduct
7
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great deal of strongly worded criticism from a group of Welsh
independence campaigners. I issued a tweet to support Mr Poyner’s
character and his position as independence of party politics.
My involvement in the discussion, therefore, came about because I
sought to defend a constituent of mine from aggression on social
media.”
9.
The Committee received oral evidence from Hefin David AM on 2 July 2019 in
accordance with the provision in the Procedure for Dealing with Complaints
against Assembly Members.
10. During the evidence session, Hefin David AM set out further contextual
evidence around the abuse he has received online.
11. The Committee noted the statement from Hefin David AM and reflected that
the Member could have handled the tweet in a number of ways and should not
have used this language on a social media platform.
12. The Committee met on Tuesday 25 June, Tuesday 2 July and Tuesday 9 July
2019 to consider and reach its conclusion in respect of this complaint.

Committee’s Consideration of its Decision
13. The Committee considered whether the Member was in breach of Standing
Order 22.2(i).5
14. In considering whether a breach took place, the Committee reviewed the
information within the Commissioner’s report and the Commissioner’s opinion
that a breach had taken place alongside the oral representations from Hefin
David AM.
15. The Committee noted that the Member has stated that his responses to Cllr
Williams were not premediated or seriously intended but were a reaction to an
unsolicited response by him. Regarding his comments to Cllr Williams, Dr David
AM states that he insulted but did not abuse Cllr Williams. He also stated that he
has and continues to receive a great deal of abuse from a variety of accounts on
social media but has muted persistent offenders.
16. The Committee is aware of the high level of verbal abuse some people face
on social media platforms. However, we believe that the appropriate response to
dealing with this, is not using language which some people may find offensive. As
5

Standing order 22.2(i)
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elected politicians, it is incumbent on us to hold ourselves to as high a standard as
possible.
Having reviewed the report from the Commissioner for Standards the
Committee finds that a breach of the Code of Conduct has taken place by Hefin
David AM in relation to paragraphs 4 (b) and 4(g) of the Code of Conduct and
the Dignity and Respect Policy.

Committee’s Recommendation – Sanctions available.
17. The Committee considers that a breach by any Assembly Member is a serious
matter. The reputation of the National Assembly for Wales as an institution, and
the public’s trust and confidence in it, rely upon Members demonstrating integrity
and leadership by their actions.
18. However, whilst recognising the seriousness of the breach that occurred, the
Committee notes that since attending the Committee meeting, Hefin David AM
has apologised for his use of unparliamentary language. We also welcome the
Member having sought guidance on how to deal with abuse on social media and
amending his approach to how he deals with social media.
19. Given an apology has been made, the Committee has concluded that no
further action is required in this instance.
Recommendation 1. The Committee recommends to the Assembly, in
accordance with 7.12(iv) of the Procedure for Dealing with Complaints against
Assembly Members, that a breach has been found and that no further action
should be taken.
20. A copy of this report has been provided to the Member concerned, who was
also notified of his right to appeal under section 8 of the procedure.6
21. The Committee Chair has tabled a motion (in accordance with Standing
Order 22.11 and paragraph 9.1 of the procedure) calling on the Assembly to
endorse the Committee’s recommendation.

The National Assembly for Wales’ Procedure for Dealing with Complaints Against Assembly
Members
6
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Other matters arising from this complaint
Use of Social Media
22. The Committee notes that the Commissioner for Standards has received
other complaints arising from postings by Assembly Members on social media
platforms. The Commissioner believes that there needs to be a more explicit link
between what is acceptable on social media and the Code of Conduct. The
Committee has already indicated it will take this forward as part of our wider work
on implementing the dignity and respect agenda set out in our report “Creating
the Right Culture”.
Sanctions
23. In this instance, the AM concerned brought forward an apology which the
Committee believes to be a sufficient outcome for the breach in question
24. However, the Committee believes it would benefit from having a wider range
of sanctions available. For example, it may have been appropriate in this instance
to require the Member to attend training on how to deal with abuse online. We
will consider this as a future piece of work.
Phrasing in the report
25. The Committee notes that the Commissioner states in his report that this
was an instance of verbal abuse. Hefin David AM disputes the term “abuse” in his
statement referring to his actions instead as being “insulting”.
26. The Committee sought clarification from the Commissioner regarding the
phraseology in the report. The Commissioner explained his reasoning behind the
terms used and the need for a distinction between insult and abuse. He explained
that a term can be insulting but, depending on the facts, may not amount to a
breach of the Code of Conduct, whereas a term, which amounts to verbal abuse,
does constitute a breach of the Code.
27. The Committee is in agreement with the Commissioner that the terms used
by Hefin David AM, in this instance, were a breach of the Code of Conduct and the
Dignity and Respect Policy. While it is not acceptable to insult people, it would
not necessarily constitute a breach of the Code. However language which is so
insulting or offensive such that it amounts to abusive language does breach the
Code.

10
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28. We wish to make clear that there are many degrees and interpretations of
the term “abuse” in its broader sense, which are not relevant in this instance. The
consideration of the complaint was solely concerned with whether the language
used was sufficient to constitute a breach of the Code of Conduct.
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From: Sir Roderick Evans, Commissioner for Standards
To: Standards of Conduct Committee

FORMAL INVESTIGATION REPORT
Dr Hefin David AM
The Complainants
1. On 29th March 2019 I received a complaint from a member of the public about
messages posted on Twitter by Dr Hefin David AM. The email contained the name of
the complainant together with his home address and telephone number. My office has
used those contact details to correspond with the complainant and I am satisfied that
this is not an anonymous complaint. The complainant, however, does not want his
name and contact details disclosed and I, therefore, do not include them in this report
and I have not disclosed them to Dr David. I attach the email which contained the
complaint (Attachment 1) which I have redacted in accordance with the wishes of the
complainant.
2. On 1st April 2019 I received a further complaint about the same messages posted by
Dr David. The complainant was John Vaughan Williams, the person referred to in the
messages about which complaint is made. I also attach the email in which he
complained. (Attachment 2).
The Background
3. On Sunday 24th March 2019, the Welsh soccer team played an international match in
Cardiff and supporters of Welsh independence organised a march into Cardiff in
support of Welsh independence. This sparked activity on Twitter. WalesOnline
posted a picture of marching fans holding a banner which bore the wording
“Cefnogwyr Pȇl-droed Cymru Dros Annibyniaeth” and “Welsh Football Fans For
Independence”.
4. At 11.52 am, a John Poyner posted:
“Hate how football has been hijacked by this movement. politics and sport
should not be linked. Such actions can alliniate (sic) fans who are views
differ (sic) which can be to the detriment of the team. together stronger is the
motto. it should all be about sport. Not politics.”

5. Shortly after, a message was posted from a third party saying “Well said!” to which
John Poyner replied at 12.06pm “Thank you”.
6. At 12.08pm, Dr David posted a message:
“Totally agree John.”
I attach, as Attachment 3, a copy of these and the immediately following tweets and
as Attachment 4 a copy of a thread of tweets which includes Mr Joyner’s tweet, sent
me by Dr David during my investigation of these complaints which he said led to
multiple responses, together with subsequent tweets.
7. At 12.43pm Dr David tweeted:
“I can categorically say that @poynerj62 is one of the most inspirational
people I’ve ever met, who loves Welsh sport and has unbounded ambition for
our nation. I’ve no idea of his politics but attacks on him are truly bollocks.”
I attach a copy of this and other tweets as Attachment 5
8. At 12.51pm, John Vaughan Williams tweeted to Dr David:
“is it @Welshlabour policy or just your view that Welsh fans shouldn’t display
political opinions in public?”
9. There then followed the following thread of tweets:
At 12.53pm Dr David replied to Mr Williams:
“You are an utter knob.”
At 12.56pm Gethin Griffiths:
“Asu di huna myn ffordd i AS fyhafio nadi. Ateb hollol plentynaidd.”
(Gosh that is not the way for an AM to behave is it. A completely childish
answer.)
At 1.00pm, Dr David replied to Mr Griffiths:
“Plentynnaidd ymateb i plentynnaidd.”
(“A childish answer to childish.”)
At 1.02pm Mr Williams:
“Piti gweld y fath ymddygiad gan aelod etholedig o’n Senedd Gendlaethol.
Mae galw enwau felna yn anffodus i ddweud y lleiaf.”
(It is a pity to see such behaviour from an elected member of our National
Parliament. Name calling like that is unfortunate to say the least.)
At 1.14pm Dr David replied:
“Mae popeth yn ymwneud â Llafur Cymru among nat trolls.. Fy marn i yw
eich bod yn coc oen”
(“Everything to do with Welsh Labour among nat trolls.. My view is that you
are a lamb’s cock.”)
I attach as Attachment 6 a copy of the above and immediately following tweets.

The Investigation
10. On 9th April 2019 I wrote to Dr David asking for his comments on the tweets about
which I had received complaints and for an explanation of his verbally abusing a
member of the public in the way he had in light of the Code of Conduct for Assembly
Members and of the Dignity and Respect Policy adopted by the Assembly.
11. The following day Dr David spoke to me on the telephone about the complaints and
later put his comments in writing for me. He told me that the messages he posted
were not premeditated; they were made very much in the heat of the moment and were
a reaction to what he called an unsolicited approach made to him by John Vaughan
Williams whom he identified as a Plaid Cymru member of Holyhead Town Council.
He said that he had become involved in the discussion on twitter because he sought to
defend a constituent of his, John Poyner, from aggression on social media after Mr
Poyner had tweeted his view that politics and sport should be kept separate. Dr David
said that he tweeted to support Mr Poyner’s character and his position as independent
of party politics.
12. Dr David said he regarded the first tweet from Mr Williams as containing a view
which he, Dr David, regarded as clearly absurd as in his earlier tweet he had not been
defending or supporting Mr Poyner’s arguments but only his right to make them. In
any event, he told me, his party, the Labour Party, had long stood for freedom of
expression of political opinions. Dr David said he regarded Mr Williams’ tweet as
vexatious and aggressive and he was upset at the attacks on Mr Poyner. It was in this
frame of mind and with the intention of closing down the discussion that he called Mr
Williams “an utter knob”.
13. When Mr Williams commented critically on this response, Dr David called Mr
Williams a “coc oen” (lambs cock) which, as a Welsh learner, he understood to be a
very mild term among Welsh speakers.
14. Dr David told me that since this incident he had reflected on it and it was, he said, not
something he would intend to repeat. He said he had taken advice on dealing with
hostile approaches on social media and had developed a strategy of muting and
ignoring those who wish to make vexatious comments rather than responding to them.
15. On 15th April I informed Dr David that the complaints against him were admissible
and that, in accordance with the prescribed procedure, I was moving to the formal
investigation stage. I had further telephone conversations and an email exchange with
Dr David and he subsequently provided me with a statement which I attach as
Attachment 7.
16. In this statement Dr David repeats that the messages he posted were not premeditated
and were not “seriously intended”. He issued them, he says, “tongue in cheek” with

the aim of closing down further discussion “rather than engage further with a
discussion that would give Mr Williams’ views credence”.
Facts found by the Commissioner
17. Dr David posted the tweets about which complaints are made.

Conclusions
18. Dr David appears to complain that Mr Williams’ tweet was “unsolicited”. If it is a
complaint, I can see no relevance in it. Twitter is a social medium which, to a great
extent, is based on and thrives on “unsolicited” approaches. Indeed, Dr David’s first
tweet at 12.08 pm in response to Mr Poyner’s tweet was, itself, “unsolicited”.
19. Although Dr David states that he became involved in the discussion on Twitter “to
support Mr Poyner’s character and his position as independent of party politics”, “to
defend a constituent from aggression on social media” and that he had not been
defending or supporting Mr Poyner’s arguments but his right to make them, his tweet
at 12.08 cannot be interpreted that way. The tweet “Totally agree John” permits of
only one interpretation, namely, that Dr David agreed with the content of Mr Poyner’s
11.52am tweet. It was not until 12.43pm that Dr David tweeted in praise/support of
Mr Poyner.
20. As Dr David had tweeted his agreement with Mr Poyner’s tweet which included the
view that sport and politics should be kept separate, Mr Williams’ question to Dr
David is reasonable. I see nothing in it which is absurd, aggressive or vexatious. It
might well have been intended to make a political point and, possibly, to score one but
politicians should be able to deal with such questions without resorting to verbal
abuse.
21. Dr David says that his response to Mr Williams’ tweeted question was “tongue in
cheek” and not “seriously intended”. I have difficulty in understanding, in this
context, how an Assembly Member in a public forum calling someone who clearly
holds a different political view “an utter knob” is tongue in cheek. “Utter knob” is a
term of vulgar abuse and when the inappropriateness of its use by a Member of the
Assembly is pointed out to Dr David, first by Mr Griffith and then by Mr Williams,
rather than regarding the discussion as closed down or pointing out that he was
speaking tongue in cheek and did not mean it seriously, Dr David responded to Mr
Williams by calling him a “nat troll” and a “coc oen”. It is correct that there are more
abusive terms in Welsh than “coc oen”; there are also less abusive terms. However,
the fact remains that “coc oen” is a term of abuse.

22. Following this tweet Dr David continued to take part in the discussion, which he says
he wished to close down, as can be seen, for example, in Attachment 6. This
attachment also contains an example of the kind of abuse which Dr David says he has
suffered on Twitter.
23. I am satisfied that the two tweets from Dr David about which complaint is made were
abusive and that there was no justification for such abuse. Dr David, in his statement,
takes exception to the word “abuse”; he regards his tweets as “insulting” rather than
“abusive”. It is correct that “abuse” and “abusive” are words that are used in
different contexts. One of those contexts is the use of language: a dictionary
definition1 includes “abuse – to reproach coarsely; insulting or scurrilous language”.
It is possible to insult someone without using coarse or scurrilous language and I am
satisfied that Dr David’s tweets were abusive.
24. However, in the context of this case, if there is a difference between “abuse/abusive”
and “insults/insulting” it is a distinction without a difference. Even assuming for the
sake of argument that Mr Williams’ tweets could be interpreted as absurd, aggressive,
vexatious or provocative, deploying verbal abuse or insults is not the way a Member
of the Assembly should respond.
25. The content of political debate in Wales and the United Kingdom in general gives
cause for serious concern. Views have become polarised. Verbal abuse of those who
hold different views has become common on social media and beyond. Sometimes
debate degenerates to threats of physical violence and on one occasion it has resulted
in murder. Those in public life bear a responsibility to detoxify political debate and,
by example and restraint, to ensure that those who hold opposing views are treated
with respect and tolerance. It is possible to disagree fundamentally with the political
views of others but still to conduct the debate in a constructive and respectful manner.
Simply verbally abusing someone who holds a different view is neither consistent
with supporting freedom of expression of political views nor with rational debate in a
democratic society.
26. The seven general principles of conduct in public life set out in paragraph 4 of the
Code of Conduct for Assembly Members require Members to conduct themselves at
all times in a manner which will tend to maintain and strengthen the public’s trust and
confidence in the integrity of the Assembly and to refrain from any action which
would bring the Assembly.... into disrepute. (para. 4b) Members should promote and
support these principles by leadership and example. (para 4g) By verbally abusing Mr
Williams in the way that he did Dr David has brought the Assembly into disrepute and
failed to show leadership in the way that on-line political debate should be conducted
in Wales.
1

Cassell’s New English Dictionary

27. The Dignity and Respect Policy adopted by the National Assembly requires everyone
who works at the National Assembly for Wales to show a high degree of respect for
the dignity of others. A Member of the Assembly calling a member of the public who
holds a different political view “an utter knob” and a “coc oen” on a social media
platform is a clear breach of this policy.
28. I, therefore, conclude that Dr David is in breach of the Code of Conduct and of the
Assembly’s Dignity and Respect Policy and that he falls to be dealt with by the
Committee on Standards of Conduct under Standing Order 22.2.

Requirements under the Procedure for Dealing with Complaints
29. This complaint, of itself, raises no issue of general principle. However, Dr David
refers in his statement to the absence of any advice or training on how to deal with
what he refers to as vexatious and aggressive social media approaches. In “Creating
the Right Culture” para. 70 the Committee expressed the view that there needs to be a
more explicit link between what is acceptable on social media and the Code of
Conduct and that the provision of guidance will form part of the Committee’s future
work. However, the absence of guidance at present does not in any way affect my
conclusion in this case. A Member of the Assembly should not need guidance to
realise that it is unacceptable to verbally abuse a member of the public on social
media.
30. I confirm that the complainants and the Member concerned have been provided with a
draft of this report and given an opportunity to comment on its factual accuracy.
Neither identified a factual inaccuracy contained in it.
Attachments
I attach to this report the following documents:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Complaint redacted as explained in paragraph 1
Complaint of John Vaughan Williams
Copy of tweets from John Poyner’s account
Copy of a thread of tweets
Copy of tweet by Dr David praising Mr Poyner
Copy of tweets about which complaints are made and immediately subsequent tweets
Statement of Dr Hefin David AM

Sir Roderick Evans
17 June 2019

Appendix 1

Dear Sir / Madam,

I have been referred to you by

caseworker for

.

I believe AM Hefin David to be in breach of the code of conduct. Specifically 1.4b) Integrity;
"Assembly Members should at all times conduct themselves in a manner which will tend to
maintain and strengthen the public's trust and confidence in the integrity of the Assembly and
refrain from any action which would bring the Assembly, or its Members generally, into
disrepute"
Sometime last weekend on twitter ( a social networking site) from his personal twitter
account which he uses to publicise his political and constituency activities reacted angrily to a
thread about a stadium March in favour of independence, and called a critic of his point of
view a "Utter Knob" and a "Coc Oen" (Lambs Cock). The target of this childish name calling
was a Plaid Cymru councillor from Ynys Mon - Vaughan Williams, he also described him as
a cybernat and a troll.
I'm sure that I could find screenshots if this would help.
Please could you let me know if this is admissible?

Regards

Appendix 2
Annwyl Gomisiynydd,
Hoffwn gyflwyno fy nghwyn swyddogol yn erbyn Aelod Cynulliad dros Gaerffili, Mr Hefin David.
Atodaf screenshots ar eich cyfer wrth hwyluso'r broses.
Cefais sioc wrth gael fy ngalw ar fforwm gyhoeddus "Utter knob" a "coc oen".
Credaf fod yr AC wedi pardduo enw da y Cynulliad ac mi dybiaf ei fod o wedi ymddwyn yn amhriodol.
Gan edrych ymlaen yn eiddgar at glywed gennych,
Yn gywir iawn.

Vaughan Williams

Appendix 3

Appendix 4

Appendix 5

Appendix 6

Hefin’s homepage on which he’s described as AC/AM, Welsh Labour Assembly Member for
Caerphilly

The original shared link:
https://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/wales-news/hundreds-welsh-football-fans-march16020876

Appendix 7

